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Embodied carbon in construction
Estimated carbon footprint of UK construction supply chain
»» In 2007

»» From 1997-2011
70 MtCO2e
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Construction 2025
Government strategy targets 50% reduction in GHG emissions
»» Whilst reducing cost and accelerating project delivery
exeCutIve
| CONSTRUCTION2025
EXECUTIVESuMMAry
SUMMARY| CONSTRUCTION
2025

4

Our vision
for 2025

Working together, industry and Government have
developed
clear
and
defined set of aspirations
Industrial Strategy:
government a
and
industry
in partnership
for UK construction.
It begins with a clear vision of where UK construction will be in 2025:
• PEOPLE An industry that is known for its talented
and diverse workforce

• GROWTH An industry that drives growth across
the entire economy

• SMART An industry that is efficient and
technologically advanced

• LEADERSHIP An industry with clear leadership
from a Construction Leadership Council

• SUSTAINABLE An industry that leads the world
in low-carbon and green construction exports

This vision will provide the basis for the industry
to exploit its strengths in the global market.

Lower costs

5
5

Faster delivery

33%

50%

reduction in the initial cost of construction
and the whole life cost of built assets

reduction in the overall time, from inception to
completion, for newbuild and refurbished assets

Lower
emissions

Improvement
in exports

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
in the built environment

reduction in the trade gap between total exports and
total imports for construction products and materials

50%

50%

The global construction
market is forecast to grow
by over 70% by 2025. ukti.gov.uk/greatbritain

GuanGzhou opera house, winner of a ‘riBa
international award’. with stunninG British
architecture found throuGhout the world,
look to the uk for your next project

© Hufton+Crow

Construction 2025
Guangzhou Opera House, China
Zaha Hadid Architects

Global Construction 2025;
Global Construction Perspectives and Oxford
Economics (July 2013)
The British-designed Reichstag uses reflected
light to significantly cut energy consumption.

The BriTish-designed reichsTag
uses reflecTed lighT To significanTly
cuT energy consumpTion.

Image courtesy of UKTI

ung / Foster + Partners

July 2013
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Low Carbon Construction
Building a plan through successive reports
»» Sector routemap developed in 2013
»» Followed by Infrastructure Carbon Review
The Green Construction Board

LOW CARBON CONSTRUCTION
ACTION PLAN

Government response to the
Low Carbon Construction
Innovation & Growth Team
Report

Low Carbon Routemap for the
UK Built Environment
5 March, 2013

JUNE 2011

Infrastructure Carbon Review
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Industry routemap
Requires 39% reduction in embodied carbon by 2050 (from 2010)
The Low Carbon Routemap for the Built Environment

March 2013

The Green Construction Board

Capital carbon: covers emissions arising from
the production and manufacture of materials
(in the UK and abroad), transport of materials
and people, all industry design and consultancy
activities, and the emissions from on-site
activities for the construction and demolition of
buildings and infrastructure.

Breakdown of Carbon Emissions in the Built
Environment (2010)
9%
7%

UK
Targets
EU
Targets
Routemap
Targets

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

22%

First Carbon Budget: 22% vs. 1990

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

28%

Second Carbon Budget: 28% vs. 1990

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

34%

Third Carbon Budget: 34% vs. 1990

2026

2027

2032

2037

50%

Fourth Carbon Budget: 50% vs. 1990

2042

2047

2050
Climate Change Act: 80% vs. 1990

Future Carbon Budgets

20% Emission reduction vs. 1990
20% Increase in renewable energy
20% Energy use reduction

Routemap Targets to deliver 80% carbon
reduction vs. 1990 by 2050

30%

(this correlates to scenario 3 in the low carbon
routemap model)

47%

54%

69%

74%

78%

80%

Policies and Funding Mechanisms
EU Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD): New buildings occupied and owned by public authorities must be nearly zero-energy buildings

Future directives on building performance

EPBD: All new buildings must be nearly zero-energy buildings

Building regulations and standards

2013 Part L for all new buildings: 8% reduction in emissions
for homes and 20% for non-domestic vs. 2010

2010 Part L for all new buildings:
25% reduction in emissions vs. 2006

Revisions to Part L

Pathway to zero carbon buildings

Zero Carbon Homes Standard
planned to come into effect

Implement minimum
energy efﬁciency
standard for rental
property

Code for sustainable homes
aligned with Part L

Phase I

CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme

Phase II Capped Phase
2nd league
table published

1st league table published

Launch of Footprint year

Phase III Capped Phase

Phase IV Capped Phase

Future phases of CRC

Simpliﬁcation of rules

Regulatory framework, license competition and speciﬁcations

Smart meters

Zero Carbon standard for nondomestic building

EU regulation: 80% of EU consumers must
be equipped with smart meter

Mass roll out of smart meters

Consumer engagement / Monitoring of roll out

Green Deal

Ofﬁcial launch
Cash back scheme offered

UK Green Investment Bank (GIB)

Ofﬁcial launch of GIB

Energy Company Obligation

Full borrowing powers given to GIB

ECO replaces CERT and CESP
Non-domestic
implementation

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)

EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS)

Climate Change Agreements (CCAs)

Domestic
implementation

Phase III

Phase II

65% discount on Climate Change Levy (CCL)
Introduction of carbon ﬂoor price

Landfill tax

Landﬁll tax escalator

( Based on % reduction vs. 2010 )

Future landﬁll taxes and policies

European Construction Products Regulation stating the ‘Sustainable
use of natural resources’ as Basic Works Requirement 7

Construction Products Regulation

Domestic sector carbon reduction targets

Future phases of EU ETS

90% discount on CCL

Electricity Market Reform

Plans and Progress Indicators

Continuation of Green Deal or other retroﬁt programmes

Green Deal Implementation

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Development of Green Deal/ECO delivery strategies via local
reduction by
authorities and RSLs to target

Domestic sector carbon reduction plans

2019

2020

2021

34%

2010 emission level: 103 MtCO2e

34%

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

51%
Implement plans / Monitor progress

2017

2022

2032

60%

2042

73%

2047

78%

2050

83%

85%

75%

77%

Update plans on 5 year cycle /
Implement plans / Monitor progress

Update Plan

Implement plans / Monitor progress

Update Plan

2037

67%

Promote green deal adoption and aggregate to create scale
Collect benchmark data across whole building stock
and publish through open source platform

Full ramp up of hard to treat properties, funded by revenues from Allowable Solutions

Insulate easy to treat buildings on large scale. Target

Domestic sector priorities

49% of homes by 2017.

Insulate
Start to deploy heat strategy, focus on deployment of gas CHP-led
district heating networks, combined with non-domestic building
typologies for maximum

Research performance gap and behavioural dimensions in retroﬁt
Undertake large scale retroﬁt demonstration
projects and evaluate performance

Develop strong skills base and supply chain for
technical solutions to be deployed in future

94% of easy to treat homes by 2022

Insulate

Start to deploy ground source and air source
heat pumps begin in new build

46% of hard to treat properties by 2027

Heat networks increasingly installed in dense urban areas.

Make progress in closing performance gap for new build and retroﬁt

Trial technological solutions for implementation of ZCH, heat
strategy and “hard to treat” buildings

Gas-ﬁred CHP start to be replaced with low/zero-carbon options.

Heat networks become more common
Progressivey strengthen codes, policies and regulation to ensure targets can be delivered

24%

25%
Key
Domestic operational carbon

Review & update existing sector plans

Non-Domestic - Operational Carbon Reduction

54%

43%

2017 Targets

2010 emission level
Retail: 12.3 MtCO2e

% carbon reduction from 2010

35% Retail
22% Commercial
16% Hotel & Catering Sector
25% Warehouse
18% Government
13% Education
19% Health
28% Sport & Leisure
40% Communication and Transport
24% Other

Hotel & Catering: 5 MtCO2e
Warehouse: 5.9 MtCO2e
Government: 3.8 MtCO2e
Education: 6.1 MtCO2e
Health: 3.7 MtCO2e
Sport & Leisure: 2.4 MtCO2e
Communication and Transport: 1.8 MtCO2e
Other: 2.4 MtCO2e
Collect energy use benchmark data across whole building stock and
publish through open source platform.

Develop strategy to address performance gap

58% Retail
37% Commercial
29% Hotel & Catering Sector
44% Warehouse
32% Government
25% Education
33% Health
47% Sport & Leisure
63% Communication and Transport
41% Other

Start to deploy heat strategy, focus on deployment of gas CHP-led
district heating networks, combined with non-domestic building
typologies for maximum

Undertake large scale retroﬁt of public sector buildings and publish results

Develop strong skills base and supply chain for technical solutions to be deployed in future

64%
39%
30%
51%
38%
29%
39%
52%
69%
47%

74%
46%
36%
61%
47%
37%
48%
60%
79%
56%

80%
49%
39%
67%
54%
42%
55%
65%
84%
63%

83%
51%
42%
73%
59%
48%
61%
68%
87%
67%

85%
53%
44%
77%
65%
53%
66%
70%
89%
72%

86% Retail
54% Commercial
46% Hotel & Catering Sector
80% Warehouse
68% Government
56% Education
69% Health
72% Sport & Leisure
90% Communication and Transport
74% Other

Start to deploy ground source and air source heat
pumps begin in new build

Heat networks become more common

Trial technological solutions for zero carbon
buildings and heat strategy

Non-domestic operational carbon

Assess how to apply Green deal to non-domestic sector
Progressivey strengthen codes, policies and regulation to ensure targets can be delivered

Infrastructure operational carbon
Capital carbon reduction targets
(Based on % reduction vs. 2010)

Infrastructure capital carbon
Domestic capital carbon

2010 emission level: 33.6 MtCO2e
Development of a whole sector stratigic plan setting out aspirations to 2050

2%

Develop standards for carbon measurement and assessment tools

Capital carbon priorities

21%

EPD are mandatory for all construction products

Develop product group ‘Product Category Rule’ standards to promote uptake of EPD

Non-domestic capital carbon

Built Environment Carbon Reduction Targets
Unless otherwise noted, all carbon reduction
targets presented in the routemap are based on
a percentage reduction from 2010 and align with
the reduction trajectories delivered in scenario 3

71%

Make progress in closing performance gap for new build and retroﬁt

Encourage large scale voluntary adoption of retroﬁt in
non-domestic sector and promote funding via GIB

Non-domestic priorities

66%

Update plans on 5 year cycle /
Implement plans /
Monitor progress

Update plans
Set 2032 targets

Implement plans /
Monitor progress

2022 Targets

% carbon reduction from 2010

Commercial: 4.8 MtCO2e

50%

Update plans
Set 2027 targets

Implement plans /
Monitor progress

2050 Targets

Develop sector plans

Non-domestic sector carbon reduction plans

2047 Targets

2010 emission level: 48 MtCO2e

( Based on % reduction vs. 2010 )

2042 Targets

Non-Domestic sector carbon reduction targets

2037 Targets

2%
3%

2032 Targets

»

Operational carbon in infrastructure: emissions
from outdoor lighting, waste from construction,
demolition and excavation, and water/
wastewater. The use of transport infrastructure
(by cars for example) is excluded. Some
components of infrastructure that include
buildings (such as railway stations) are included in
the analysis, but appear under buildings.

2010

2027 Targets

»

Operational carbon in buildings: emissions from
regulated energy use (excluding plug loads) for
all domestic and non-domestic building sectors
except industrial.

EU 20:20:20 Target

Operational Carbon

»

United Kingdom

Capital Carbon

The Routemap covers both infrastructure and
buildings sectors, and addresses segments
of operational and capital (embodied) carbon
emissions. The emissions covered by the
Routemap are as follows:

Carbon Reduction Targets

Domestic Sector - Operational Carbon Reduction

The Green Construction Board has developed the
Low Carbon Routemap for the Built Environment
to serve as a visual tool enabling stakeholders to
understand the policies, actions and key decision
points required to achieve the UK Government
target of 80% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions vs 1990 levels by 2050 in the built
environment. The Routemap also sets out
actions, together with key performance indicators
that can be used to deliver and measure progress
in meeting the 2050 target.

29%

Review and update
building and infrastructure
benchmarks

Emergence of profession, the carbon consultant

Establish databases for building and infrastructure benchmarking, and product performance assessment

Mandatory measuring and reporting of whole life carbon for public buildings

Encourage carbon measurement and reporting

Incentivise measuring and reporting of whole life carbon for private buildings

Train building professionals to deal with carbon

Qualiﬁcations are available for carbon assessment professionals

ital Carbon Reduction

Emergence of profession, the carbon consultant

Capital Carbon reduction plans
Cement and concrete
Brick and Ceramic
Metals
Glass

Incentivise materials process efﬁciency and product innovation investments

Promote research, development and demonstration of carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects

Review and update sector carbon reduction plans
setting targets for reduction by 2050 and interim

Develop sector carbon reduction plans,

Implement plans /
Monitor progress /
Research new solutions

Review and
Update plans

37%

39%

Update benchmarks on 5 year cycle
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Supply chain business models start to shift

Promote research into business models for a low carbon supply chain

37%

Mandatory measuring and reporting of whole life carbon for all buildings, aligned to carbon budgets

Green Construction Board (2013) Low Carbon Routemap for the Built Environment Wall Chart
Promote research into materials process efﬁciency and product innovation

34%

Review and update
building and infrastructure
benchmarks

Promote large demonstration of carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects

Implement plans /
Monitor progress

Promote large demonstration of carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects

Update plans on 5 year cycle /
Implement plans /
Monitor progress

Aligning benchmarks with targets
How can UK targets be translated to project level benchmarks?

The Routemap covers both infrastructure and
buildings sectors, and addresses segments
of operational and capital (embodied) carbon
emissions. The emissions covered by the
Routemap are as follows:
»

Operational carbon in buildings: emissions from
regulated energy use (excluding plug loads) for
all domestic and non-domestic building sectors
except industrial.

»

Operational carbon in infrastructure: emissions
from outdoor lighting, waste from construction,
demolition and excavation, and water/
wastewater. The use of transport infrastructure
(by cars for example) is excluded. Some
components of infrastructure that include
buildings (such as railway stations) are included in
the analysis, but appear under buildings.
Capital carbon: covers emissions arising from
the production and manufacture of materials
(in the UK and abroad), transport of materials
and people, all industry design and consultancy
activities, and the emissions from on-site
activities for the construction and demolition of
buildings and infrastructure.

Breakdown of Carbon Emissions in the Built
Environment (2010)
9%
7%

UK
Targets

EU 20:20:20 Target

Routemap
Targets

United Kingdom

EU
Targets

Carbon Reduction Targets

2010

2011

2012

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

28%

Second Carbon Budget: 28% vs. 1990

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

34%

Third Carbon Budget: 34% vs. 1990

2026

2027

2032

2037

50%

Fourth Carbon Budget: 50% vs. 1990

2042

2047

2050
Climate Change Act: 80% vs. 1990

Future Carbon Budgets

20% Emission reduction vs. 1990
20% Increase in renewable energy
20% Energy use reduction

Routemap Targets to deliver 80% carbon
reduction vs. 1990 by 2050

30%

47%

54%

69%

74%

78%

80%

EU Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD): New buildings occupied and owned by public authorities must be nearly zero-energy buildings

Future directives on building performance

EPBD: All new buildings must be nearly zero-energy buildings

2013 Part L for all new buildings: 8% reduction in emissions
for homes and 20% for non-domestic vs. 2010

2010 Part L for all new buildings:
25% reduction in emissions vs. 2006

Revisions to Part L

Pathway to zero carbon buildings

Zero Carbon Homes Standard
planned to come into effect

Implement minimum
energy efﬁciency
standard for rental
property

Code for sustainable homes
aligned with Part L

Phase I

CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme

Zero Carbon standard for nondomestic building

Phase II Capped Phase
2nd league
table published

1st league table published

Launch of Footprint year

Phase III Capped Phase

Phase IV Capped Phase

Future phases of CRC

Simpliﬁcation of rules

Regulatory framework, license competition and speciﬁcations

Smart meters

EU regulation: 80% of EU consumers must
be equipped with smart meter

Mass roll out of smart meters

Consumer engagement / Monitoring of roll out

Green Deal

Ofﬁcial launch
Cash back scheme offered

UK Green Investment Bank (GIB)

Climate Change Agreements (CCAs)

Full borrowing powers given to GIB

ECO replaces CERT and CESP
Non-domestic
implementation

EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS)

Domestic
implementation

Phase III

Phase II

65% discount on Climate Change Levy (CCL)
Introduction of carbon ﬂoor price

Landfill tax

Landﬁll tax escalator

Domestic sector carbon reduction targets

Future landﬁll taxes and policies

European Construction Products Regulation stating the ‘Sustainable
use of natural resources’ as Basic Works Requirement 7

Construction Products Regulation

( Based on % reduction vs. 2010 )

Future phases of EU ETS

90% discount on CCL

Electricity Market Reform

Plans and Progress Indicators

Continuation of Green Deal or other retroﬁt programmes

Green Deal Implementation

Ofﬁcial launch of GIB

Energy Company Obligation
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

34%

2010 emission level: 103 MtCO2e
Development of Green Deal/ECO delivery strategies via local
authorities and RSLs to target 34% reduction by 2017

Domestic sector carbon reduction plans

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

51%
Implement plans / Monitor progress

2032

60%

2037

67%

2042

73%

2047

78%

2050

83%

85%

Update plans on 5 year cycle /
Implement plans / Monitor progress

Update Plan

Implement plans / Monitor progress

Update Plan

Promote green deal adoption and aggregate to create scale
Collect benchmark data across whole building stock
and publish through open source platform

Full ramp up of hard to treat properties, funded by revenues from Allowable Solutions

Insulate easy to treat buildings on large scale. Target 49% of homes by 2017.

Domestic sector priorities

Insulate 94% of easy to treat homes by 2022
Start to deploy heat strategy, focus on deployment of gas CHP-led
district heating networks, combined with non-domestic building
typologies for maximum

Research performance gap and behavioural dimensions in retroﬁt
Undertake large scale retroﬁt demonstration
projects and evaluate performance

Develop strong skills base and supply chain for
technical solutions to be deployed in future

Insulate 46% of hard to treat properties by 2027

Start to deploy ground source and air source
heat pumps begin in new build

Heat networks increasingly installed in dense urban areas.

Make progress in closing performance gap for new build and retroﬁt

Trial technological solutions for implementation of ZCH, heat
strategy and “hard to treat” buildings

Gas-ﬁred CHP start to be replaced with low/zero-carbon options.

Heat networks become more common
Progressivey strengthen codes, policies and regulation to ensure targets can be delivered

24%

Domestic operational carbon

2017 Targets

Other: 2.4 MtCO2e
Collect energy use benchmark data across whole building stock and
publish through open source platform.

Develop strategy to address performance gap

Develop strong skills base and supply chain for technical solutions to be deployed in future

74%
46%
36%
61%
47%
37%
48%
60%
79%
56%

80%
49%
39%
67%
54%
42%
55%
65%
84%
63%

83%
51%
42%
73%
59%
48%
61%
68%
87%
67%

85%
53%
44%
77%
65%
53%
66%
70%
89%
72%

86% Retail
54% Commercial
46% Hotel & Catering Sector
80% Warehouse
68% Government
56% Education
69% Health
72% Sport & Leisure
90% Communication and Transport
74% Other

Start to deploy ground source and air source heat
pumps begin in new build
Make progress in closing performance gap for new build and retroﬁt

Encourage large scale voluntary adoption of retroﬁt in
non-domestic sector and promote funding via GIB

Heat networks become more common

Trial technological solutions for zero carbon
buildings and heat strategy

Non-domestic operational carbon

Assess how to apply Green deal to non-domestic sector
Progressivey strengthen codes, policies and regulation to ensure targets can be delivered

Infrastructure operational carbon
Capital carbon reduction targets
(Based on % reduction vs. 2010)

Infrastructure capital carbon
Domestic capital carbon

2010 emission level: 33.6 MtCO2e
Development of a whole sector stratigic plan setting out aspirations to 2050

2%

21%

Develop standards for carbon measurement and assessment tools

EPD are mandatory for all construction products

Develop product group ‘Product Category Rule’ standards to promote uptake of EPD

Non-domestic capital carbon

Mandatory measuring and reporting of whole life carbon for public buildings

Encourage carbon measurement and reporting

Incentivise measuring and reporting of whole life carbon for private buildings

Train building professionals to deal with carbon

Capital Carbon reduction plans
Cement and concrete
Brick and Ceramic
Metals
Glass
Timber
Plastics
Other Industries

Supply chain business models start to shift
Incentivise materials process efﬁciency and product innovation investments

Promote research into materials process efﬁciency and product innovation

Promote research, development and demonstration of carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects

Develop sector carbon reduction plans,
setting targets for reduction by 2050 and interim

34%

Review and update
building and infrastructure
benchmarks

37%

37%

39%

Update benchmarks on 5 year cycle

Mandatory measuring and reporting of whole life carbon for all buildings, aligned to carbon budgets

Qualiﬁcations are available for carbon assessment professionals

Emergence of profession, the carbon consultant
Promote research into business models for a low carbon supply chain

Review and update sector carbon reduction plans
setting targets for reduction by 2050 and interim

29%

Review and update
building and infrastructure
benchmarks

Emergence of profession, the carbon consultant

Establish databases for building and infrastructure benchmarking, and product performance assessment

Capital carbon priorities

Capital Carbon Reduction

Built Environment Carbon Reduction Targets
Unless otherwise noted, all carbon reduction
targets presented in the routemap are based on
a percentage reduction from 2010 and align with
the reduction trajectories delivered in scenario 3
of the low carbon routemap model. Collectively
they cover domestic, non-domestic and
infrastructure and the delivery of an 80% reduction
in carbon emissions in the built environment to
2050. In this sense the targets are based on a
modelled scenario and do not represent any form
of sector commitment.

77%

Update plans on 5 year cycle /
Implement plans /
Monitor progress

Update plans
Set 2032 targets

64%
39%
30%
51%
38%
29%
39%
52%
69%
47%

2050 Targets

58% Retail
37% Commercial
29% Hotel & Catering Sector
44% Warehouse
32% Government
25% Education
33% Health
47% Sport & Leisure
63% Communication and Transport
41% Other

Start to deploy heat strategy, focus on deployment of gas CHP-led
district heating networks, combined with non-domestic building
typologies for maximum

Undertake large scale retroﬁt of public sector buildings and publish results

Non-domestic priorities

75%

2047 Targets

Health: 3.7 MtCO2e
Sport & Leisure: 2.4 MtCO2e
Communication and Transport: 1.8 MtCO2e

Implement plans /
Monitor progress

% carbon reduction from 2010

35% Retail
22% Commercial
16% Hotel & Catering Sector
25% Warehouse
18% Government
13% Education
19% Health
28% Sport & Leisure
40% Communication and Transport
24% Other

Warehouse: 5.9 MtCO2e
Government: 3.8 MtCO2e

71%

2022 Targets

% carbon reduction from 2010

Commercial: 4.8 MtCO2e
Hotel & Catering: 5 MtCO2e

Education: 6.1 MtCO2e

66%

2042 Targets

Non-Domestic - Operational Carbon Reduction

Key

Update plans
Set 2027 targets

Implement plans /
Monitor progress

Review & update existing sector plans
2010 emission level
Retail: 12.3 MtCO2e

50%

2037 Targets

Develop sector plans

Non-domestic sector carbon reduction plans

54%

43%

2032 Targets

2010 emission level: 48 MtCO2e

2027 Targets

Non-Domestic sector carbon reduction targets
( Based on % reduction vs. 2010 )

25%

July 2013

2014

(this correlates to scenario 3 in the low carbon
routemap model)

Building regulations and standards

2%
3%

Construction sector GHG emissions
reduction targets

2013

22%

First Carbon Budget: 22% vs. 1990

Policies and Funding Mechanisms

Operational Carbon

The Green Construction Board has developed the
Low Carbon Routemap for the Built Environment
to serve as a visual tool enabling stakeholders to
understand the policies, actions and key decision
points required to achieve the UK Government
target of 80% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions vs 1990 levels by 2050 in the built
environment. The Routemap also sets out
actions, together with key performance indicators
that can be used to deliver and measure progress
in meeting the 2050 target.

»

Construction 2025

March 2013

The Green Construction Board

Capital Carbon

Industrial Strategy: government and industry in partnership

The Low Carbon Routemap for the Built Environment

Domestic Sector - Operational Carbon Reduction

UK GHG emissions reduction targets

Implement plans /
Monitor progress /
Research new solutions

Promote large demonstration of carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects

Update plans on 5 year cycle /
Implement plans /
Monitor progress

Implement plans /
Monitor progress

Review and
Update plans

Promote large demonstration of carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects

Promote and encourage carbon measurement

Reducing capital carbon through design

Develop skill set
Challenge institutional standards and speciﬁcaions as necessary for performance

By now designers have basic understanding of capital carbon as a design parameter in the same way that they do of aspects such as cost and H&S

Embed carbon into the design process
Produce design guides to achieve low carbon solutions
Encourage measuring and reporting of on-site carbon emissions

Reducing capital carbon on site

Review progress against 2010 targets in SFfC report

Review and update guidance to ensure best practice is disseminated

Mandatory reporting of site emissions and league tables

Revise and strengthen
targets

Revise and strengthen
targets

Revise and strengthen targets
Promote research into new solutions

?

Project level benchmarks for clients,
designers and regulators
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Bridging the gap
A model that integrates top down and bottom up emissions data
UK GHG emissions reduction targets

Construction sector GHG emissions
reduction targets
Database of building LCA studies

UK MRIO model
70 MtCO2e
60
50

UK Buildings and Infrastructure
Embodied Carbon Model

OTHER

40

TRANSPORT
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

30
20

MATERIALS EXTRACTION, MANUFACTURING
& PRODUCTION
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20
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20
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20
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19
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0

Project level benchmarks for clients,
designers and regulators
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UK Buildings Embodied Carbon Model
Model structure
Construction Sector Total Emissions
Building classes
Housing, factories, warehouses,
education, health, offices,
entertainment, retail, infrastructure,
miscellaneous
Each building class is represented by
Output profile
Representing area of annual new build floorspace (GFA m2).

Carbon intensity function
Function representing the range of observed embodied carbon footprints
amongst buildings of that class. Based upon collected case studies and
entries in WRAP embodied carbon database.
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Model demand projections
27 projections (A-ZZ) for each building class up to 2030
Projection A

Economic
growth

»» Strong economic growth (1.7-3.1% per annum) throughout the analysis period.
Population
growth

»» Population growth corresponding to the highest combinatorial variant of the
ONS projections; household growth meets upper estimates of DCLG projections.
Housebuilding increases to meet this demand.
»» The increase in population is reflected in a corresponding increase in the service
industry workforce with requisite increases in office and retail floorspace.
»» Extensive investment in new infrastructure. All projects in the National
Infrastructure Pipeline will be completed and infrastructure investment levels
will be maintained through to 2030.
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Uncertainty over required reductions
Anticipated embodied emissions of UK construction 2001-2030
»» Including improvements in grid intensity from DECC
60 MtCO2e

Suggested Green Construction Board Targets
(against a 2010 baseline)

Range of demand projections

x% by 20xx
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Required improvements
from building design,
material manufacture and
on-site activities
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Regulation is required
According to industry survey and interviews
“At the end of the day, the drivers will always be statutory
requirements put upon them to do these things, a huge proportion
of the marketplace will only respond to that.”
Sustainability and LCA Expert – Research technology organisation
Responses to survey question #21:
How important do you believe the following developments could be in encouraging greater use of alternative materials and construction products?
Not at all important

Regulation limiting embodied carbon

Somewhat unimportant

Reductions in material cost
More information on material
performance and design

Somewhat important

More environmentally conscious clients

Extremely important

Very important

Training on designing with
alternative materials
More demonstration projects
and case studies
Higher value in assessment schemes
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Giesekam et al. (In Press) Construction sector views on low carbon building materials Building Research & Information
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Recent policy bonfire
Removed/weakened policies include
»» Zero Carbon Homes & non-domestic equivalent
»» The Green Deal
»» Code for Sustainable Homes

Clichéd visual metaphor courtesy of Lee Haywood (https://www.flickr.com/photos/leehaywood/4142123452)
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The problem
In short
»» Embodied emissions are a significant proportion of total emissions
»» We don’t know how much they will need to reduce by
»» We don’t know how the system will respond to interventions
»» We need actions and policy that is resilient to the political cycle
»» We need an approach that connects short-term action to systemic change
»» We need an approach that can be flexible in the face of deep uncertainty
»» We need a forward-looking approach to create an environment that enables
business decision making
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keep the plan on the track of a preferred pathway. The steps in the
approach are presented in Fig. 4.
The ﬁrst step is to describe the study area, including the system’s
characteristics, the objectives, the constraints in the current
situation, and potential constraints in future situations. The result
is a deﬁnition of success, which is a speciﬁcation of the desired
outcomes in terms of indicators and targets that are used in
subsequent steps to evaluate the performance of actions and
pathways, and to assess the ‘sell-by dates’ of the actions. The
description of the study area includes a speciﬁcation of the major
uncertainties that play a role in the decisionmaking problem. These
uncertainties are not restricted to uncertainties about the future,

this may not be necessary to achieve success, and it can
implemented later as well. It is also less logical, once policyma
have chosen to signiﬁcantly adjust the water level, to switc
changing the crop type or land use. The sell-by date of an ac
depends on the scenario and the objectives. This is shown with
two x-axes, one for each scenario.

Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways
4.4. Step 5: develop pathways

4.5. Step 6: select preferred pathways

Introducing a new approach to fill the policy void
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opportunities need to be reassessed. For example, if the IJsselmeer
level is raised, achieving the EU Directives (Water Framework
Directive, Habitat Directive, Birds Directive) may be endangered,
due to the disappearance of shallow waters that provide an
important habitat for species.

Fig. 6 shows the Adaptation Pathway map for the 10 actions for
fresh water supply from Table 2. For ﬂood management, two
actions are available. They are not presented in the Adaptation
Pathways map, but they inﬂuence the preferences for certain
pathways, as explained above.

From the Adaptation Pathways map, preferred pathways ca
selected. Different decisionmakers and stakeholders can h
different preferred pathways, depending on their values
beliefs. Fig. 7 presents an example of the preferred pathways

Raise level +1.1 m in spring

Decrease level and adapt
infrastructure (-0.8m)

Water supply actions

Raise level +0.6 m

Decrease level within
current infra (-0.6m)
Raise IJsselLake level
within current infra +0.1m
More water through IJssel
Optimising current policy
Current policy

Fig. 4. The Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways approach.

Water demand actions
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More efficient water use

Change to drought/salt
tolerant crops
Change land use
Scenario Warm
Scenario Crowd

2050
2050

Transfer station to new action

2100
2100

Adaptation Tipping Point of an action (Terminal)

Adaptation Pathways

Fig. 6. Adaptation pathways map for fresh water supply from the IJsselmeer area.

Haasnoot et al. (2013) Dynamic adaptive policy pathways Global Environmental Change 23:2 pp485-498
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Developing the approach
Workshop with industry practitioners
»» Small, focussed workshop at Royal Academy of Engineering on 11/09/15
»» Session 1 - review of policy options
»» Session 2 - sequencing policies, considering adaptability and implementation
»» Focus upon understanding feasibility, flexibility, and responsibility
Supply chain area

Policy/action

Products

Develop UK National Embodied Carbon Database from mix of EPDs and generic LCA data that
allows product comparison
Support update of database
Legislate to make production of EPDs mandatory
Legislate to achieve minimum EPD standards with penalty for exceedance/ incentive for going
under
Develop certification systems for alternative materials
Provide guidance and supporting training in use of alternative materials
Promotion and advocacy for alternative materials
Q. What support do small manufacturers of alternative materials need to reduce failure rate?

Public
procurement and
regulated sectors

Develop approach for performance-based specification across all sectors and construction types
Extend the public sector green procurement framework to be more rigorous and relevant to
construction
Mandatory measurement and reporting of capital carbon on public and regulated sector
construction
Include more detailed guidance on capital carbon in Green Book and Magenta book and increase
from optional to mandatory
Include explicit calculation and reporting of capital carbon in National Infrastructure Plan

General
procurement

Extend WRAP’s work on Carbon Efficient Procurement to make embodied emissions mandatory
and to strengthen methods
Promote strengthened work on Carbon Efficient Procurement
Quoted companies must report GHGs embodied in new buildings in addition to operational
emissions
Q. How do we address end user perceptions of low embodied carbon materials?

Design

Voluntary requirement for large contractors to add embodied emissions data to WRAP Embodied
Carbon Database
Mandatory requirement for public sector projects to add embodied emissions data to WRAP
Embodied Carbon Database
Planning requirement to report capital carbon
Benchmark capital carbon for projects (by type)
Legislate to achieve minimum capital carbon standards with penalty for exceedance/ incentive for
going under
Planning requirement to report measures to design for deconstruction

Build

Minimum efficiency standard for site accommodation

End of Life

Mandatory labelling of products that have potential for re-use

Emissions standards for construction plant

Develop database of materials in use that are suitable for re-use at end of life
Q. How do we deal with the transfer of ownership when considering how to retain value of
materials at the end of their life?
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Outcomes from workshop
Further adaptation of approach required to consider
»» Compatability with multiple narratives
»» Drivers from actors other than Government
»» Relationship between the actions, evidence base and political influence

Next steps
»» Brief report summarising approach and outcomes from workshop
»» Continued engagement with practitioners
»» Second workshop
»» Journal paper highlighting improvements required in approach
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Summary
Additional policy addressing embodied carbon is required
»» Development of UK BIEC Model facilitates scenario analysis and provides link
between sector level targets and project level targets
»» Deep uncertainty over levels of embodied carbon reduction required
»» Policy response must connect short-term action to systemic change; be
responsive to uncertainty; and robust to political change
»» Development of dynamic adaptive policy pathways is ongoing

These slides are available from www.jannikgiesekam.co.uk/research
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